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Abstract: Due to the remarkable ecological value of the Ross Sea, the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) adopted a large-scale Ross Sea region marine protected area (RSRMPA) in 2016. Since then, many CCAMLR Members have conducted research and monitoring in the region. In 2021, the U.S. Ross Sea science community convened a workshop to collate, synthesize, and coordinate U.S. research and monitoring in the RSRMPA. Here we present workshop results, including an extensive synthesis of the peer-reviewed literature related to the region during the period 2010–early 2021. From the synthesis, several things stand out. First, the quantity and breadth of U.S. Ross Sea research compares to a National Science Foundation Long Term Ecological Research project, especially involving McMurdo Sound. These studies are foundational in assessing effectiveness of the RSRMPA. Second, climate change and fishing remain the two factors most critical to changing ecosystem structure and function in the region. Third, studies that integrate ecological processes with physical oceanographic change continue to be needed, especially in a directed and coordinated research program, in order to effectively separate climate from fishing to explain trends among designated indicator species.
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1. Introduction

The Ross Sea region marine protected area (RSRMPA), after several years of deliberations, was designated by CCAMLR (the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources) in 2016, coming into force in 2017 (via CCAMLR Conservation Measure 91-05) [1]. Halpern et al. [2] was helpful in summarizing global information up to 2003, and showed independently that the Ross Sea, at least during the last decade of the 20th century [3], was the least anthropogenically affected stretch of ocean on the planet. In a 2008 ‘bioregionalization’, CCAMLR also identified the Ross Sea shelf and slope as being important for inclusion in a network of MPAs [4]. CCAMLR agreed to adopt a system of MPAs, which now includes the RSRMPA and the South Orkney Islands Southern Shelf MPA (designated in 2009). The RSRMPA was established to be consistent with CCAMLR’s own articles of incorporation, having the goals of conserving marine living resources, maintaining ecosystem structure and function, protecting vital ecosystem processes and areas of ecological significance, and promoting scientific research (see Table 1). The MPA, which spans over 2 million km² (including the area under the Ross and McMurdo ice shelves), is composed of three zones (Figure 1): a general protection zone (which is off limits to fishing with the exception of research fishing and in accordance with MPA objectives); a special research zone (where limited toothfish fishing is being allowed); and a krill research zone (where limited krill fishing would be allowed, if proposals are made).
Table 1. Objectives of the Ross Sea region marine protected area (from CCAMLR Conservation Measure 91-05, paragraph 3).

i. to conserve natural ecological structure, dynamics, and function throughout the Ross Sea region at all levels of biological organization, by protecting habitats that are important to native mammals, birds, fishes, and invertebrates;

ii. to provide reference areas for monitoring natural variability and long-term change, and in particular a Special Research Zone, in which fishing is limited to better gauge the ecosystem effects of climate change and fishing, to provide other opportunities for better understanding the Antarctic marine ecosystem, to underpin the Antarctic toothfish stock assessment by contributing to a robust tagging program, and to improve understanding of toothfish distribution and movement within the Ross Sea region;

iii. to promote research and other scientific activities (including monitoring) focused on marine living resources;

iv. to conserve biodiversity by protecting representative portions of benthic and pelagic marine environments in areas where fewer data exist to define more specific protection objectives;

v. to protect large-scale ecosystem processes responsible for the productivity and functional integrity of the ecosystem;

vi. to protect core distributions of trophically dominant pelagic prey species;

vii. to protect core foraging areas for land-based top predators or those that may experience direct trophic competition from fisheries;

viii. to protect coastal locations of particular ecological importance;

ix. to protect areas of importance in the life cycle of Antarctic toothfish;

x. to protect known rare or vulnerable benthic habitats; and

xi. to promote research and scientific understanding of krill, including in the Krill Research Zone in the northwestern Ross Sea region.

Soon after the RSRMPA came into force, a Research and Monitoring Plan (RMP) was proposed [5] and endorsed by CCAMLR’s Scientific Committee (SC-CAMLR) ([6] para 5.45), though it has yet to be endorsed by CCAMLR. That would require all CCAMLR Member States to agree (i.e., a full consensus), which has not yet been achieved. The RSRMPA RMP lists 38 research and monitoring topics [5] (Table S1), and outlines priority elements relevant to the objectives of the MPA (see Table 4 in [5]). The RMP identifies key indicators (and ‘indicator species’) for evaluating ecosystem change and ultimately the effectiveness of the RSRMPA. These indicators are trends in: (i) numbers of breeding pairs of Adélie (Pygoscelis adeliae) and emperor penguins (Aptenodytes forsteri); (ii) numbers of pupping/breeding Weddell seals (Leptonychotes weddellii) and numbers of type-C killer whales (Orcinus orca); (iii) biomasses of Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba), crystal krill (E. crystallorophias), Antarctic silverfish (Pleuragramma antarcticum), and Antarctic toothfish (Dissostichus mawsoni); and (iv) densities of benthic taxa that constitute vulnerable marine ecosystems. Thus, both the water column and benthic portions of the ecosystem are included. The two primary threats that might change ecosystem structure and function in the Ross Sea region are climate change and fishing. In this vein, overall, the goal of research and monitoring is to detect the effects of fisheries, and separate them from climate change, in any alteration of the Ross Sea ecosystem. Candidate baseline data for these indicators, including zone-specific estimates, were gathered, presented to SC-CAMLR, and added to the CCAMLR GIS database [7,8]. Since the RSRMPA came into force, several Member States have been actively pursuing research and monitoring in support of the MPA, and have prepared summary documents ([9] for New Zealand (NZ), [10] for Italy), including the United States (U.S.) [11].
2. Materials and Methods

With the goal of collating, synthesizing, and working towards coordination of U.S. research and monitoring in the RSRMPA, as well as further satisfying CCAMLR’s request of Member States for reports of research activity (see above), the U.S. Ross Sea science community convened a virtual workshop on 26–27 April 2021 (see Supplementary Materials S1 and 2). The workshop included 51 participants representing active U.S. Ross Sea scientists as well as representatives of major U.S. science funding institutions (National Science Foundation (NSF) Office of Polar Programs, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA), Pew Charitable Trusts, and Schmidt Ocean Institute). The array of participants was multi-disciplinary, with Ross Sea expertise spanning biophysical (weather, sea ice, physical oceanography, biological oceanography, and climate variability and modeling), forage species (silverfish, krill), mesopredators (toothfish, seals, penguins, whales), benthic invertebrate communities, pollution, and wildlife health (see Table 2 and Supplementary Material 2). The workshop goals were to identify, collate, assess, and synthesize research conducted by U.S. researchers in the Ross Sea since 2010, as seen to be relevant to the goals of the MPA (defined in CCAMLR Conservation Measure 91-05). This was done via participants’ summary presentations of research in their areas of expertise and gathering all published U.S. Ross Sea region research since 2010 (see Supplementary Material 1), as well as currently funded research (see Table S2). Organizers felt that the immense record of previous U.S.
research relevant to ecosystem structure and function, and dating back to the International Geophysical Year (1959), had been adequately summarized by Smith et al. [12–14]. Further goals of the workshop were to discuss and identify gaps in RSRMPA research and monitoring, determine ways to fill those gaps, elucidate critical uncertainties regarding the Ross Sea ecosystem structure and dynamics, and develop ideas for coordination between ongoing and future research in the RSRMPA. Following the workshop, we assessed the compilation of peer-reviewed research and culled any papers not relevant to the Ross Sea or related to the objectives of the MPA in some way. We also assessed the papers according to which RSRMPA conservation objectives and RMP topics they addressed, respectively. Below, we provide a summary of our compilation of ongoing and peer-reviewed U.S. Ross Sea research, from 2010 to early-2021, of relevance to meeting the objectives and possible future updates of the RSRMPA and RMP. We also note critical uncertainties, data gaps, and actions the workshop participants consider necessary to address them.

Table 2. Primary topics (and sub-topics) covered by U.S. researchers in the Ross Sea and number of published papers within each topical area (from 2010—April 2021).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical process related to sea ice and water column</th>
<th>44</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bio-physical interactions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lower trophic level responses</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Upper trophic levels respond to bio-physical variability</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Middle trophic levels</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper trophic level indicator species</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Population Decadal Trends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Antarctic toothfish</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Adélie Penguin</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Emperor Penguin</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Weddell Seal</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cetaceans</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other Important Species</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Demographic Processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Adélie Penguin</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Emperor Penguin</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Weddell Seal</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Foraging behavior and ecology</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Adélie Penguin</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Emperor Penguin</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Weddell Seal</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cetaceans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benthic communities and processes</strong></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pollution and wildlife health</strong></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Syntheses and summaries</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods and technology development</strong></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Summary of Published Articles in the Context of the RSRMPA

We gathered 290 articles that were published by U.S. authors (lead or co-author) between 2010 and April 2021 that are relevant, if not directly applicable, to the Ross Sea or adjacent Southern Ocean bearing directly on the Ross Sea (see Supplementary Material 1). All of these papers contributed to the objectives of the RSRMPA in some ways (Figure 2;
see Table 1 for full objectives), especially related to objectives i (conserving ecological structure and function) and iii (promoting research). Almost half were relevant to objective viii, which related to protecting coastal locations of particular importance. More than 100 in some way addressed v and vii, which related to protecting large-scale ecosystem processes and core foraging areas for top predators, respectively. A number of studies related to objective iv (representative benthic and pelagic environments), vi (core distributions of prey species), ix (areas important to toothfish), and x (vulnerable benthic habitats). None related to objective ii, which focused on providing a reference area for studying toothfish, or objective xi, which focused on studying krill in the Krill Research Zone specifically.

![Figure 2](image.png)

**Figure 2.** Frequency of peer-reviewed papers (published between 2010–April 2021; see Supplementary Material 1 for full list of papers), authored or co-authored by U.S. researchers that related to specific objectives of the Ross Sea region marine protected area (RSRMPA) (See Table 1 above for objectives).

Research and monitoring topics specifically relevant to the objectives of the MPA, numbering 38 in total, are extensive (see Table S1), and the papers in our review contributed to multiple topics (Figure 3). More than half of the papers related to topic 3 (functional ecology), and a large number also focused on topic 2 (physical and biological changes), as well as topic 7 (effects of changes in prey on predators). Large numbers of papers also focused on topics 13 (productivity), 1 (biodiversity), 8 (toothfish relationship to predators), 10 (krill and silverfish), 4 (evolutionary biology), and 21 (benthic communities). A smaller number focused on topics 6 (trends in krill and silverfish related to physical drivers, climate change and fishery effects), 9 (toothfish distribution), 11 (toothfish ecology), 14 (toothfish recruitment), 15 (importance of areas under sea ice and ice shelves), 17 (movements and foraging of crabeater seals and emperor penguins in the eastern Ross Sea), 18 (demersal fish), and 19 (fishing effects on toothfish). Very few papers focused on 5, 12, 16, 20, 22, 28, 29, 30, 34, and 36 (see Table S1 for descriptions). Finally, no papers covered topics 23 to 27 (focused on the Balleny Islands region), 31 (drivers of seamount diversity), 32 (importance of benthos to toothfish), 33 (endemism on seamounts), 35, 37, and 38 (the latter three focused on the Krill Research Zone and northwestern Ross Sea region).

Many of these publications were international collaborations. Collectively U.S. authors have published work with co-authors from 26 different Nation States, including 19 (of the 25) CCAMLR Member States.
3.2. Summary of United States Ross Sea Research

As demonstrated in these compilations, the U.S has a long history of marine research in the Ross Sea and surrounding waters akin to a de facto member of the NSF’s Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) program, particularly for McMurdo Sound and immediately adjacent waters (see Supplementary Materials S1; for a directed literature review, see also [12–16]). The coastal weather has long been monitored at McMurdo Station and at a series of Automatic Weather Stations scattered around the Ross Sea periphery. Oceanographic structure of the Ross Sea has been elucidated, beginning in the 1960–1970s by surveys conducted by the USNS Eltanin, and continued by ocean sampling from U.S. Coast Guard icebreakers, important research platforms for a region covered extensively by sea ice for 9–10 months of the year (for summary see, e.g., [17]). The pace of U.S. ocean science in the Ross Sea increased with the acquisition of the R/V N.B. Palmer in 1992 and with increased international collaborations that made use of additional vessels. Subsequent and ongoing U.S. research identified decreasing Ross Sea salinity caused by upstream melt of ice shelves feeding into the adjacent Amundsen Sea and subsequently delivered to the Ross Sea via the coastal current; recently, ocean salinity decreases have (perhaps temporally) abated or even reversed (c.f., [18–20]). Investigations have documented the increased intrusion of warm Circumpolar Deep Water into the Ross Sea’s several submarine canyons [21], a phenomenon that has been well researched since the 1970s as part of the Ross Ice Shelf Project, which thus established a baseline. Finally, deployment of probes through holes drilled through the Ross Ice Shelf, as well as instrumented seals, have extended the spatial breadth of Ross Sea sampling, including both its physics and biota under the shelf (e.g., [22]).

The Ross Sea and adjacent ocean is one of the most heavily ice-covered areas in the Southern Ocean [23–25]. Sea ice dynamics are complex, and the greater Ross Sea region also has shown the strongest increase in sea ice with time of all Southern Ocean regions (1979–present). That is despite considerable seasonal to decadal variability, including several years recently of relative decrease in sea ice extent ([25] since recovered, C. Parkinson, pers. comm.). The dynamics of sea ice in the Ross Sea region have been of central interest. Since the late 1970s, with the development of microwave and visual sensors deployed on satellites, NASA-associated researchers have monitored the changing sea ice regime of the

Figure 3. Frequency of peer-reviewed papers (2010–April 2021; see Supplementary Materials S1 for full list of papers), authored or co-authored by U.S. researchers, which addressed specific research and monitoring topics as pertinent to the Ross Sea region marine protected area Research and Monitoring Plan (See Table S1 for list of topics).
Ross Sea and surrounding ocean (references above). The relationship of annual and seasonal sea ice variability to fluctuations in decadal and long-term climate modes, such as the Southern Annular Mode, has been emphasized (e.g., [26]). Due to increasing winds—which U.S. researchers have monitored—sea ice extent, Ross Gyre speed, and also sea ice season have been increasing in the Ross Sea region (though sea ice season has been decreasing in coastal polynyas), unlike what is occurring in lower latitude portions of the Southern Ocean (e.g., [27,28]). These sea ice trends have important implications for altering the structure and dynamics of the Ross Sea ecosystem, including ocean access by air-breathing predators, primary productivity, and the numerical and functional relationships among higher trophic level species (e.g., [28,29]). Fast ice prevalence shows minimal discernable trend, though, at least in McMurdo Sound, the date of minimum fast ice extent has been occurring later and date of fast ice advance has been occurring earlier [30,31]. A slight reduction in fast ice seasonal persistence may be occurring in western McMurdo Sound [30].

Although dominated by sea ice (often snow-covered) that shields the ocean from sunlight, the Ross Sea is spectacularly productive, due largely to its latent and sensible heat polynyas [20,29]. U.S. research identified the processes that enhance the heightened productivity of polynya marginal ice zones (MIZ), a finding applicable to both polar regions [32]. Through water column sampling and remote sensing from satellites, the phytoplankton dynamics and productivity of the Ross Sea, which contribute as much as 28% to total Southern Ocean production [33], have been well studied by U.S. researchers (e.g., summary in [12,13]; see also [34]). This effort included decades of research on sea ice microbial communities (SIMCO) that preceded the time frame considered by our workshop, mostly within McMurdo Sound fast ice (e.g., [35]). Understanding SIMCO is especially important to the dominant sympagic portion of the Ross Sea ecosystem, as well as other directed programs (e.g., ROAVERRS, [36]).

The Ross Sea neritic biota is represented by both benthic and water column communities, and has long been a target of U.S. research in collaboration with NZ researchers (e.g., [37]). U.S. research first sampled by camera, in a grid of stations, the characteristics and diversity of benthic communities throughout the southwestern Ross Sea [38]. However, most researchers concentrated on shallow benthic communities on both coasts of McMurdo Sound, accessible from McMurdo Station, by using the fast ice as a platform without requiring vessel support. The Barry et al. [38] effort related benthic community composition to the degree of Particulate Organic Carbon that rains down from the high surface productivity, thus contributing to the carbon sequestration capacities of the Ross Sea [29,39]. That biotic community’s response to ocean–climate regime shifts, now a well-researched subject the world over, was first discovered during these efforts, and continues to be important in ongoing research (e.g., Dayton 1989, Dayton et al. 2019). Extensive effort also has been made to investigate effects of pollutants emanating from McMurdo Station, and biotic responses to its recent amelioration [40–42].

In general, the water column biota, apart from phytoplankton, is not well researched in the Ross Sea, largely due to the infrequent availability of research vessels. U.S. researchers characterized the Ross Sea fish fauna early on and investigated interspecific interactions within the food web (e.g., [43,44]). Subsequently, most U.S. fish research has focused on physiology and genetics of fish (e.g., [45,46]), which has only indirect relevance to differentiating climate change effects from those of fishing in the alteration of food web structure and dynamics in the Ross Sea. A spin-off of the physiological research is the longest record of catch per unit effort of an Antarctic fish (toothfish), as a measure of prevalence, and subsequently the main target of Ross Sea fisheries [47]. These fish were a focus of physiological research, which required them being caught and then kept in aquaria. Most recent U.S. research on Ross Sea fish, and zooplankton, besides describing new species (e.g., [48]), has come from multiple-year studies of the diets of upper level predators (e.g., [49,50]). On some occasions, these efforts have been accompanied with acoustically equipped ocean buoyancy gliders to quantify the preyscape [51], and an acoustic survey
of zooplankton, krill, and fish in McMurdo Sound using a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) deployed through the fast ice (e.g., [52]). In regard to krill, a modeling study by Davis et al. [53] summarized what is known, including work by other than U.S. researchers, in the Ross Sea.

The main upper trophic level predators of the Ross Sea—Weddell seals, killer whales, minke whales (_Balaenoptera bonaerensis_), Adélie penguins, and emperor penguins, which contribute disproportionately to world totals [12]—are the best known of anywhere south of the Antarctic Polar Front, with the U.S. contributing centrally to the effort. The only demographic studies—using marked, known-age, known-history individuals, extending for ~50 years for Weddell seals and ~25 years for Adélie penguins—were conducted at Ross Island and led by U.S. researchers (with NZ collaborators; see Supplementary Materials S1). Changes in demographic variables, as well as foraging dynamics and diet, have been measured against bio-physical processes in the surrounding ocean, as well as interspecific, competitive interactions, involving toothfish, penguins, seals, and whales (e.g., [49,51,52]). Included are activities throughout the polar year thanks to the advent of microtechnology and biologging (see Supplementary Materials S1).

As indicated above, the populations of Weddell seals, and the two penguin species, have been tracked closely by U.S. researchers for several decades (in collaboration with NZ scientists) using aerial surveys when possible [54,55]. In the case of the seals, many surveys have been conducted using snowmobiles [30,56]. Recently, this effort has been made easier through the use of high-resolution satellite imagery and aerial vehicle (e.g., drones) techniques pioneered and instituted by U.S. scientists [56–59]. The importance of such population monitoring is enhanced by coincident demographic and foraging behavior studies that indicate the possible causes and effects of observed changes in the sizes, age/sex compositions, and productivity of these indicators of systemic changes (e.g., [50,60,61]).

During the last two years, several initiatives have continued into 2021 and beyond, largely unaffected by the COVID-19 pandemic (see Table S2). At least 10 NSF-/NASA-supported satellite studies have been investigating sea ice dynamics and oceanographic factors affecting the Ross Sea, including four investigations of the Ross Gyre and three of Circumpolar Deep Water intrusions into canyons of the continental shelf. These broader areas of ocean research have had, and will continue to have, important implications for the Ross Sea biota. Monitoring of meteorological conditions, using remote stations, is also on-going. Three projects are investigating the productivity ‘hotspot’ in the Ross Sea across scales, including polynyas and primary productivity. Integrating into those efforts are seven projects focused on the demography and foraging ecology of the ‘indicator’ Adélie penguin, emperor penguin, and Weddell seal, including direct linkage to spatial aspects of their preyscape in the southern Ross Sea.

3.3. Workshop Summary

From the synthesis and workshop discussions, several things stand out. First, the sheer quantity and breadth of U.S. Ross Sea research compares in scope to a large, complex, and long-running de facto LTER program (in company with actual LTERs funded by the NSF Office of Polar Programs for McMurdo Dry Valleys and Palmer Station; see above), especially in and adjacent to McMurdo Sound. These studies will continue to be foundational in: (1) assessing and monitoring the effectiveness of the RSRMPA in differentiating the effects of climate change and fishing on the structure and dynamics of the Ross Sea regional food webs; and (2) determining how management of regional fisheries may need to be adapted to account for the population and ecosystem effects of climate change. The southwestern Ross Sea is especially well studied (again, see summaries in [12–14,16]), though critical uncertainties and gaps remain in understanding both fished and forage species—especially the distributions, interannual variations in abundance, and interactions of toothfish, krill, and silverfish, which are important to penguins and seals, in an ‘intraguild predation’ context (medopredators compete for prey, and also eat each
The eastern Ross Sea is much less studied, yet based on movement and spatial utilization of key ‘indicator’ species (e.g., [15,63]), is emerging as a critical location for future research, especially along the shelf break (see [63–66]). Future field-based studies, and annual monitoring, of forage species are critically needed across the Ross Sea. Far more than the well-studied seals and penguins, critical uncertainties remain regarding the life history of Antarctic toothfish, another ‘indicator’ species. These include actual abundance; location, timing, and frequency of spawning; and dispersal of eggs, including the role of the Ross Gyre; location of post-larval and juvenile fish (also affected by Ross Gyre); proportions of adult fish migrating to spawning areas and returning; spawning ground residence time; recruitment; and population genetics. The impacts of climate change on the toothfish population, e.g., implications of variation in strength of the Ross Gyre [23,26] in transporting egg/larvae, remain largely unquantified. Without this kind of information, separating the ecosystem effects of fishing from those of climate will remain challenging. During the workshop, central questions were discussed (Table 3), which could provide research priorities for the U.S. Ross Sea research community going forward.

**Table 3. Central questions related to understanding, and thus facilitating the protection, of the Ross Sea ecosystem structure and function; most are inter-related. Based on review of literature (Supplementary Material 1), ongoing research (Table S2), and workshop discussion.**

1. Have katabatic winds changed in intensity and frequency over past 30 years in Ross Sea region? What are prospects for the future for latent heat polynya generation/persistence?
2. How is variability in the Southern Annual Mode (SAM) index related to the size of the Ross Sea polynya and the distribution of ice both on the shelf and in offshore waters? How might this change in the future?
3. Has/is the increased intrusion of Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) into Ross Sea troughs, or changing characteristics of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), affecting(ed) benthic and demersal communities?
4. What is relative contribution of diatoms to overall Ross Sea productivity, and how might that vary annually with width of polynya marginal ice zones and depth of mixed layer?
5. Is there annual variation in the 3D presence (abundance, distribution) of crystal krill and silverfish in the Southwest Ross Sea (e.g., the region of most intense indicator species investigation)? Has increased intrusion of CDW brought Antarctic krill farther south in Ross Sea troughs?
6. Are there distinctive year-class strengths in Antarctic toothfish, and if so, what factors contribute to weak vs. strong year classes?
7. The Ross Gyre varies annually in intensity but has been generally increasing over the past 30 years. What are the implications for transport of Antarctic toothfish eggs/larvae from seamounts onto the Ross Sea shelf, or out of the system?
8. How have longlines altered the abundance and species composition of benthic communities along Ross Sea slope? If so, is this disturbance recoverable within 20–30 years as per CCAMLR Article II(3)(c)?
9. As southern Ross Sea Adélie penguin colonies grow in size, foraging areas increase, and food provisioning of chicks decrease (lower feeding frequency with longer parental trips). This leads to chicks fledging at increasingly smaller mass, theoretically compromising post-fledging survival. What demographic mechanisms, then, explain why southern colonies have continued to increase in size?
10. What are the demographic relationships among emperor penguin colonies (i.e., considering that it is a species that has no territory and increased propensity to change colonies depending on conditions)? Specifically, what is the connection between Beaufort, Franklin, and Crozier Emperor penguin colonies, if any? And what about connections to the cluster of colonies in Northwest Victoria Land?
11. Why do emperor penguins and Weddell seals choose to forage during winter over Ross Sea banks or their shoulders, as opposed to other habitats? Especially, considering that during summer waters above those banks are covered by thick Phaeocystis bloom, which few upper-level predators frequent.
12. Is there overlap in the foraging areas of Cape Colbeck breeding Weddell seals and emperor penguins with western Ross Sea colonies of these species?
Second, the two general factors most critical to changing ecosystem structure and function in the Ross Sea are climate change and fishing. If there is adequate baseline information and appropriately structured monitoring, Adélie and emperor penguins, Weddell seals, and killer whales, all designated as ‘indicator species’ in the RMP, can show possible ecosystem changes caused by ongoing climate changes and/or fishing (see for instance, [54,67]). The aforementioned long-term U.S. supported penguin and seal studies in the southwestern Ross Sea meet both these conditions and, if continued, will provide useful information about the nature and possible causes of changes in population sizes and composition. Moreover, high-resolution satellite imagery and remote vehicles will mitigate lack of research vessels, but more importantly provide a larger scale context of population change. However, baseline and monitoring studies in sites elsewhere will also be of great value. These study sites should be included in the CCAMLR Ecosystem Monitoring Program (CEMP), similar to elsewhere in Antarctica (e.g., Scotia Sea, East Antarctica) where monitoring colonies of krill-dependent penguins and fur seals (Arctocephalus gazella) is prevalent [68,69]. This would help in informing if (and how) climate change and/or fishing is changing ecosystem structure and function in the Ross Sea, similar to how CEMP results are applied elsewhere in the Southern Ocean [69]. Fishing, in the context of climate change, needs to be better studied and monitored for its ecosystem impacts, including camera surveys of the benthos in the fishing areas. Additional field and monitoring studies on forage species (as noted above), benthic communities, and toothfish need to be conducted. Importantly, while the MPA has no capacity to protect the Ross Sea ecosystem from climate change, a well-executed RMP can separate fishing from climate effects, thus providing the scientific information needed to better manage towards enhancing the ecosystem’s resilience to anthropogenic, climate change influence.

Third, workshop participants highlighted a critical need for studies that integrate ecological processes with physical oceanographic change to facilitate a better understanding of alterations of Ross Sea ecology. Whether or not they are conducted by U.S. scientists remains to be seen, but certainly CCAMLR must play a role (see below). For example, physical processes are hypothesized to heavily influence biological processes (e.g., how Ross Sea toothfish utilize or cope with currents, e.g., Ross Gyre, during their spawning migrations and larval dispersal; see above), yet these are not well understood, nor are these connections defined in the RSRMPA RMP priority elements. In this vein, workshop participants believed the development of an integrated biophysical model that feeds into a comprehensive ecosystem model for the Ross Sea would help determine research and monitoring needs and priorities as well as help to interpret sparse observations and biophysical linkages. Such a coupled modelling system could then be used not only to better inform how the integrated system is currently functioning, but also how fishing and climate change may impact the Ross Sea ecosystem and how the MPA might better meet its objectives.

Finally, while LTER-equivalent research has been underway in McMurdo Sound and southwestern Ross Sea for decades (covering sea ice, weather, physical oceanography, biological oceanography, seal, and penguin population change, toothfish prevalence, and changes to the shallow benthic communities), the funding for this research is not stable, nor has the planning and execution of the various components been coordinated. Research in the U.S. Antarctic Program regarding the Ross Sea depends almost entirely on funding of unsolicited, peer-reviewed proposals by the NSF-Office of Polar Programs, supplemented with additional funding by NASA and other agencies. Workshop participants noted the need for more stable and long-term funding, including funding specifically
aimed at determining whether the objectives of the RSRMPA are being met and, if not, what in the RMP or the MPA itself may improve RSRMPA outcomes. Multi-agency contributions and coordination will be essential. Participants also noted the need for more coordination among projects—which the workshop directly facilitated—as well as continued and more collaboration and coordination between other Member States doing research and monitoring in the RSRMPA. Overall, the U.S. Ross Sea science community was enthusiastic to contribute to research and monitoring of the RSRMPA, including contributing to the forthcoming MPA review.

Since the April 2021 workshop, at least 16 additional papers have been published (see Table S3), reflecting the ongoing contribution of U.S. scientists applicable to the RSRMPA. These include studies not only on topics core to previous Ross Sea work, providing further insights into productivity and upper trophic level predators, but also new insights into undersea fauna and tools for research and monitoring in the MPA (e.g., quantifying soundscapes). In 2022, the RSRMPA will undergo its first reporting period. This builds to 2027, when the MPA will come under formal review at CCAMLR. The work presented here, along with the research from other CCAMLR member states (e.g., NZ, Italy, and South Korea), will help provide a strong basis for assessing the effectiveness of the RSRMPA.

4. Conclusions

The Ross Sea is likely the most intensively studied and best known stretch of the Southern Ocean, including its physical and biotic processes (e.g., [12–14,16]), and relevant research continues based on unsolicited proposals, at least in regard to the U.S. effort. The key, in regard to effectiveness of the RSRMPA, is the degree to which the research can separate climate from fishing to explain trends in the indicator species designated. The likelihood of success would be heightened with a more directed program of research than what exists now.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/d14060447/s1, Supplementary Material 1, Supplementary Material 2, Table S1: Research and monitoring topics that are directly relevant to the Ross Sea region marine protected area (see Figure 1 for map), address core questions in the research and monitoring plan, and emphasize work throughout the geographic areas in the Ross Sea region (modified after Dunn et al. 2017), Table S2: Currently progressing Ross Sea projects relevant to the Ross Sea marine ecosystem (funded by NSF or NASA). Projects grouped according to topical areas., Table S3: Papers with U.S. authors focused on the Ross Sea published since the Ross Sea workshop (after April and through end of December 2021).
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